We consider a class of singularly perturbed systems of semilinear parabolic differential inclusions in infinite dimensional spaces. For such a class we prove a Tikhonov-type theorem for a suitably defined subset of the set of all solutions for ε ≥ 0, where ε is the perturbation parameter. Specifically, assuming the existence of a Lipschitz selector of the involved multivalued maps we can define a nonempty subset Z L (ε) of the solution set of the singularly perturbed system. This subset is the set of the Hölder continuous solutions defined in [0, d] 
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of extending a Tikhonov-type result for a system of singularly perturbed semilinear parabolic inclusions of the form (1) x (t) ∈ Ax(t) + ψ 1 (t, x(t)) + b 12 (x(t))y(t)
εy (t) ∈ By(t) + ψ 2 (t, x(t)) + b 21 (x(t))y(t) + b 22 y(t), t ∈ [0, d],
(2)
where: A and B are generators of the analytic semigroups of linear operators e At and e Bt , acting in separable Banach spaces E 1 and E 2 with E * 2 satisfying the Radon-Nikodym condition (see [3] ); ε is a small positive parameter; x 0 ∈ D(A); y 0 ∈ D(B); ψ i , i = 1, 2, are nonlinear multivalued operators, b 12 , b 21 , b 22 are singlevalued operators. All the assumptions will be made precise in the next Section.
In [4] , [9] , [10] , the uppersemicontinuity in the uniform topology at ε = 0 of a suitable defined subset of the set of solution pairs (x, y) of a singularly perturbed system of differential inclusions, was established in the case of finite dimensional spaces.
This paper represents an attempt to obtain in infinite dimensional spaces a result similar to that obtained in [4] and [10] . Specifically, we provide conditions under which for system (1) - (2) we can obtain an analog of the classical Tikhonov theorem.
The behaviour of solutions (x ε , y ε ) as ε → 0 for systems of differential inclusions in infinite dimensional Banach spaces was considered in [1] and [6] . To describe this behaviour the crucial point is the choice of the topology for the convergence of (x ε , y ε ) as ε → 0. The aim is to obtain the uppersemicontinuity of the solution map ε → Z(ε) at ε = 0. In [1] convergence with A Tikhonov-type theorem for abstract parabolic ... 1 ) and the weak convergence in L 1 ([0, d] , E 2 ) with respect to y-variable were considered. With this choice it was possible to show the uppersemicontinuity of the solution map at ε = 0 by means of the introduction of a suitable measure of noncompactness and an application of topological degree theory for condensing operators in locally convex spaces. When the uniform convergence is considered for the
respect to x-variable in the space C([0, d], E
is not in general uppersemicontinuous at ε = 0, even in the linear finite-dimensional case (see [5] ). Therefore the full analog of the Tikhonov theorem for differential inclusions cannot be obtained. In the sequel, the spaces
In this paper, we consider a particular class of nonlinear singular perturbation systems where the fast variable y appears affinely and the involved multivalued maps depend only on the slow variable x. The crucial assumption is that the multivalued maps have a Lipschitz selection, since this allows us to define a nonempty subset Z L (ε), ε ≥ 0, of the solution map Z(ε) consisting of solution pairs (x, y) defined in [0, d], d > 0, which are Hölder continuous of prescribed exponent and constant. For this subset we can prove in Theorem 3.1 the uppersemicontinuity at ε = 0 in the
The system (1) under consideration can also be viewed as a control process where the control y, following the approach proposed for nonlinear control problems in finite dimensional spaces in [2] , is designed by means of a singularly perturbed equation depending on the dynamics of the state through a suitably defined function s which represents the objective of the control action. The uniform convergence of the pair state-control as ε → 0 is proved by means of the classical theory of singularly perturbed systems. Furthermore, we observe that, from the control theory point of view, the presence in (1) of multivalued maps can model a deterministic uncertainty.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the assumptions on (1) -(2) under which we can prove two preliminary lemmas. Finally, in Section 3, we state and prove the main result: Theorem 3.1.
Assumptions and preliminary results
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where A and B are generators of analytic semigroups of linear operators e At and e Bt , acting in separable Banach spaces E 1 and E 2 with E * 2 satisfying the Radon-Nikodym property (see [3] ), and ε is a small positive parameter. 
Following [1] we say that (x ε , y ε ) is a solution to (1) - (2) 
The reduced system at ε = 0 corresponding to the system (3) - (4) is given by
Let Z(ε), ε > 0, be the set of solutions to the system (3) -(4) and let Z(0) be the set of solutions to the system (3 * ) − (4 * ). We recall some preliminary results from the theory of analytic semigroups which we use in the sequel, (see e.g. [8] 
If A is the infinitesimal generator of the analytic semigroup e At , then
where Π(β, σ) consists of two rays
If σ 0 < 0, then the negative fractional powers of A are defined by the formula
The operator
From this inequality one obtains
A −α (e At − I) ≤ Ct −α .
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We assume the following conditions.
A 0 ) There exists a positive constant d 2 such that
A 2 ) There exists a positive constant ρ such that
for every x ∈ E 1 and for every t
for any x j ∈ E 1 and any
We now formulate the assumptions on the nonlinear operators b 12 and
denotes the space of bounded linear operators acting from E 2 to E i .
for every x 1 , x 2 ∈ E 1 . We assume that b 21 also satisfies (iii).
A 5 ) There exists a positive constant β such that the linear operator b 22 :
A 6 ) Finally, we assume the following
Let δ(ε) be a function satisfying the following conditions
Definition 2.1. Fix θ ∈ (0, 1). We consider the subset Z L (ε) of the set Z(ε) defined in the following way:
respectively with exponent θ(1 − α) and constant L}.
We also consider the subset Z L (0) of the set Z(0) defined in the following way: By the change of variable x ε (t) = A −αx ε (t), (3) − (4) and (3 * ) − (4 * ) take the form
Therefore, if (x ε , y ε ) is a solution to the system (3 ) − (4 ) and (x, y) is a solution to the system (3 ) − (4 ), then (x ε , y ε ), with x ε (t) = A −αx ε (t), is a solution to the system (3)− (4) and (x, y), with x(t) = A −αx (t), is a solution to the system (3 * ) − (4 * ). We denote byẐ(ε) the set of solutions to the system (3 ) − (4 ) and bŷ Z(0) the set of solutions to the system (3 )−(4 ). Let us consider the subset Z l (ε) of the setẐ(ε) defined as followŝ We consider also a subsetẐ l (0) of the setẐ(0) : Observe that if we prove the existence of a constant l > 0 such that the map ε →Ẑ l (ε) is uppersemicontinuous, then if we take L = A −α l the map ε → Z L (ε) is also uppersemicontinuous. Therefore, we can deal with the solution setẐ l (ε).
We have the following result. P roof. Let us estimate the norm of y ε (t). We have
By the Gronwall Lemma we have
Using the estimates
where C(α), d 1 and C(d 1 ) are some constants, from (3 ) we obtain
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Therefore,
We introduce the following equivalent norm in the space of continuous functions
where H is a positive constant that will be chosen in the sequel. Therefore,
C(α) (t − s) α ρe
Hs e −Hs x ε (s) ds
Let h ∈ (0, d) be arbitrary fixed. We consider the first integral
Hs ds.
For t ≥ h we have
A Tikhonov-type theorem for abstract parabolic ...
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For t < h we obtain
We consider now the second integral in (6)
After the change of variable s − τ = ξ we obtain
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and so
Now, we choose h in such way that
Furthermore, we choose H such that
Since the introduced norm is equivalent to the standard norm in the space of continuous functions on [0, d], there exists a constant C 3 > 0 such that
Further, from (5)
Therefore, for every solution (x ε , y ε ) to the system (3 ) − (4 ) the estimates
hold.
According to assumption A 3 ) there exists a selectionf i : , x) , i = 1, 2, satisfying the Lipschitz condition. Let us consider the following system
For every ε > 0 fixed, the system (9) - (10) has a solution that is also a solution to the system (3 ) - (4 ), (see for example [7] ). We denote this solution by (x ε ,ȳ ε ).
We have the following. 
Lemma 2.2. Assume that the conditions
P roof. We begin by the estimate
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Let us estimate the second norm in the last expression
In the second integral we make a change of variable ξ = s − τ.
where
and let
Bτ y 0 − y 0 . By the Gronwall Lemma we have
Further,
Let us consider
We have that
Here, the second integral has the form
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We make the change of variable
Thus we have proved the relative compactness of the set {y k (t * )}, with k ∈ N such that ε k < t * . Since ε k → 0 as k → ∞ and t * is fixed, the set {ỹ k (t * )} differs from the set {y k (t * )} by a finite number of elements and so {ỹ k (t * )} is also relatively compact. From Ascoli-Arzela theorem it follows that the set {(x k ,ỹ k )} is relatively compact in C We consider the sequence {x k (t)} and show that −→ y 0 , which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the Theorem.
